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(+1)5182122528 - https://www.wingstaramsterdam.com/

Here you can find the menu of Wing Star in Town of Amsterdam. At the moment, there are 17 menus and drinks
on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Eric Roberts likes about Wing

Star:
Despite the looks this place is actually really good. The wings are massive and they have a large variety of

sauces you can order, probably over 20. While the decor leaves much to be desired it's the food that holds the
place up. Fairly priced and reasonably quick service. read more. What Anon Ymous doesn't like about Wing Star:
So it's not really a wing restaurant, it's more Chinese/American mashup. The food was ok, not the greatest. Had
a philly cheesesteak with wings. The philly was ok, but definitely tasted like salty processed food and it came on

what looked like a hotdog bun. The wings were ok, only had 5pc with honey-garlic. They're deep fried which adds
a nice crisp but not diet friendly. The boba/bubble/milk tea was actually priced... read more. A visit to Wing Star
becomes even more rewarding due to the extensive diversity of coffee and tea specialties, There are also nice
South American cuisine on the menu. Moreover, there are tasty American meals, such as burgers and grilled

meat.
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Sandwiche�
PHILLY CHEESESTEAK

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Su�
PHILLY

Gyr�
GYROS

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Te�/Koffe�/Mil�
MILK TEA

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Ad�-On�
RANCH

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

MILK

HONEY

CHICKEN

BACON

TERIYAKI
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